General Election 2019:
Time for the less
survivable cancers to
break through
What are the less survivable cancers?
70,000 people are diagnosed with a less survivable cancer (LSC) each year in the UK. Despite
making up a quarter of all cancer diagnoses they account for nearly half of all deaths. The fiveyear survival rate for people with less survivable cancers is just 14%, compared to 64% for other
common cancers.
To address this crisis, the Less Survivable Cancers Taskforce was formed in 2017 by six charities
representing each of the six most common less survivable cancers.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lung cancer – Roy Castle Lung Cancer Foundation
Stomach cancer – Guts UK
Oesophageal cancer – Action Against Heartburn
Brain cancer – The Brain Tumour Charity
Pancreatic cancer – Pancreatic Cancer UK
Liver cancer – British Liver Trust

The UK urgently needs to do more to support LSC patients: out of 20 European countries with
reliable data for all six LSCs, the UK ranks as the fifth worst in terms of five-year survival rates.
Whereas survival has improved in the last 45 years for most cancers, the survival rate for cancers
in the pancreas, brain, liver, lung, oesophagus and stomach still languishes behind throughout the
UK.
We’re calling for the government to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prioritise LSCs with a target to double survival rates to 28% over the next 10 years
Diagnose LSCs earlier
Address inequalities in research funding
Invest in the NHS’s cancer workforce for the long term
Inform the public about the symptoms of LSCs
Ensure more patients are given the option of a clinical trial

LSCs received one
quarter of the research
funding other common
cancers received from the
government between 20072016

LSCs are twice as likely
to be diagnosed at a late
stage compared to other
common cancers

We’re calling for the next government to take
these six steps to support patients with the
deadliest common cancers:
1: Prioritise less survivable cancers with a target to double
survival rates to 28% over the next 10 years
Successive governments have failed to prioritise and drive improvements in the LSCs meaning
patients have been stuck with poor survival figures that were left behind a generation ago by
the more survivable cancers. We need this to change in the next Parliament and are calling for
all politicians to support the target of doubling the five-year survival rate for LSCs to 28% by
2029, saving 10,000 lives each year. This target will drive vital investment in research as well as
improvements in treatment and care.

2: Diagnose less survivable cancers earlier
Only a quarter of LSCs for which we have data are diagnosed at stage 1 or 2 compared to one half
of all common cancers. Earlier diagnosis would mean earlier, more effective, treatment. The NHS
England Long Term Plan’s emphasis on early diagnosis is very welcome, but we are concerned
that the target of diagnosing 75% of all cancers at stage 1 or 2 could be achieved without
improvements for LSCs. To support LSCs we need to improve the research and development
of early diagnostic tools available to primary care such as Cytosponge, saliva, breath, urine and
blood tests. The lung health check scheme needs to be expanded nationally and the roll-out of
Rapid Diagnostic Centres, which focus on diagnosing people with vague non-specific symptoms,
should be prioritised with sustainable funding.

Lung health checks
NHS England is currently expanding a pilot offering low-dose CT scans to former
smokers in order to spot lung cancers early in 10 new pilot areas.
Initial pilots have been very promising. Before lung health checks were piloted in
Manchester, 18% of lung cancers were diagnosed at stage 1 and 48% at stage
4. After the study, 68% of lung cancers were diagnosed at stage 1 and 11% were
diagnosed at stage 4.
NHS England’s support for lung health checks is strongly welcomed by the
Taskforce and we hope the rollout continues to cover more areas. However, with
no screening programme for any of the other LSCs, we need more research
into early diagnosis to replicate the positive results that lung health checks are
beginning to bring for other LSCs.

3: Address inequalities in research funding
LSCs received one quarter of the amount of research funding given to other common cancers
by the government between 2007-2016, which have a higher rate of survival. We believe that
the balance of research funding given by government agencies such as the National Institute
for Health Research (NIHR) and UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) should reflect the number
of deaths caused by cancers rather than just their prevalence. To address the lack of historical
progress in improving survival rates for LSCs, we’re calling for a step change in the funding
available for research into breakthroughs in the LSCs.

Tessa Jowell Brain Cancer Mission
Initially consisting of £65 million, with £40 million promised from the government
and £25 million already committed from Cancer Research UK, the mission contains
funds dedicated to research into brain cancer. We look forward to seeing the
innovations and improvements in brain cancer care and outcomes that will be
developed as a result and we believe this model of dedicated funding serves as
an example of how all LSCs could be supported, bringing in more researchers and
driving life-saving innovation.

4: Invest in the NHS’s cancer workforce for the long term
Close to 3 in 4 staff in non-surgical oncology services view staff shortages as a barrier to providing
efficient cancer treatments. With 1 in 10 diagnostic posts in the NHS currently unfilled, and a
vacancy rate of 15% for chemotherapy nurses, staff shortages mean LSC patients are not getting
the rapid diagnosis and treatment they need. Without long-term investment in the workforce caring
for and treating patients we will not see the outcomes patients deserve.

5: Inform the public about the symptoms of less survivable
cancers
Awareness and understanding of the LSCs needs to be improved. For example, two thirds of UK
adults say they are unaware of the symptoms of pancreatic cancer. This lack of awareness means
many people do not seek help before it is too late. We know awareness campaigns have positive
results: a national ‘Be Clear on Cancer’ campaign in England on lung cancer symptoms increased
the overall number of people diagnosed and the proportion of people diagnosed at an early stage
and receiving surgery.

6: Ensure more patients are given the option of a clinical trial
Clinical trials are vital to find ways to diagnose these cancers earlier and to develop effective
new treatments. 81% of people believe everyone diagnosed with cancer should have the option
of joining one. However, LSC patients are less likely to be on a trial despite the urgent need to
improve outcomes. For example, brain tumour patients are three times less likely to be on a trial
compared to other cancer patients. This is due to lower research funding but also short survival
times stopping trials finding the patients they need. Whilst not every patient will want to join a trial,
we urgently need better signposting and information sharing among professionals so that every
patient knows the options open to them.

